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Consistency issues related to autocorrelation estimation for Gaussian processes with mixed spectra are clarified. 
The sample autocorrelation is known not to be consistent when the spectrum contains spectral atoms. This fact is 
verified by computing explicitly its mean-square limit in terms of the random measure assigned to the atoms of 
the process. The alternative estimator constructed from the zero-crossing rate is likewise not consistent in general. 
However, it is consistent for a spectrum supported at a single frequency, or a spectrum for which the ‘signal’ and 
‘noise’ have the exact same first-order autocorrelation. This is proved, using recent results from multiple Wiener- 
It8 integral expansions for level-crossing counts, by direct computation of the spectrum of the zero-crossing 
indicator process when the underlying process has a mixed spectrum. In general, regardless of the spectral type, 
the asymptotic zero-crossing rate admits values between the lowest and highest positive frequencies with proba- 
bility one. For band-limited processes, this fact provides an easy way to assess the precision of functions of the 
zero-crossing rate. 
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1. Introduction 
LetZ= (Z,), t=O, + 1, +2, . . . . be a real-valued zero-mean stationary Gaussian process 
with autocorrelation p,(k), k = 0, f 1, k 2, . ., 
p,(k) = I eikAu( dh) 
where uis the spectral measure associated with 2. For simplicity and notational convenience, 
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assume Var( Z,,) = 1. Then u becomes a probability measure on [ - T, T] . The correspond- 
ing spectral representation (Cramer and Leadbetter, 1967; Major, 198 1) is 
77 
z, = J‘ e”“fi( dh) 
--71 
where the integral is defined in mean-square sense, and the complex-Gaussian Hermitian- 
symmetric random measure p( dh) has independent increments on [0, n], with 
El P(dA) ]*=g(dh). 
The zero-crossing indicator process d = (d,} associated with Z is defined by 
d,=I,,,_,<,,, , t=O, + 1, -t2, . . . 
Given a finite time series, Z,, Z,, . . ., Z,,,, the (normalized) empirical zero-crossing rate is 
defined as 
,. 
y= &@ 
The asymptotic zero-crossing rate, denoted by y, is defined as the almost sure limit, 
y= :i ?. 
Observe that the Gaussian assumption implies the useful relationship, 
E[d,] = ; cos-I p( 1) 
so that p,( 1) = cos( E( 9) ), for all N regardless of the spectral type (see Lemma 1 in Kedem, 
1986). 
In this paper we consider the estimation problem of p:( 1) using the estimator 
i%( 1) = cos( y) when a( dw) contains a discrete component, i.e. when there are discrete 
sinusoidal components in the data. This necessitates the investigation of the ‘jump at 0’, 
gdd( (0) ), where a<!( . ) is the spectral measure of the zero-crossing indicator process (d,} 
satisfying the relationship, 
Tr 
Cov(d,, do) = I e”“u,( dh) 
--71 
It is well known that when u is nonatomic, Z, and hence d, are ergodic, and cos( T) is a 
consistent estimator. This simpler case was considered in Lomnicki and Zaremba ( 1955), 
and Kedem ( 1980). 
Most of the statistical literature is concerned with the continuous spectrum (nonatomic 
a) case where the autocorrelation sequence tends to zero sufficiently fast. The mixed 
spectrum case is usually sidestepped or assumed away in the literature, the point of difficulty 
being that the sample autocorrelation is nor consistenr in the Gaussian case (Koopmans, 
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1974, p. 60; Yaglom, 1987, p. 227). It turns out that there are some special cases when cr 
contains a single atom in [0, ~1 in which cos( T) is consistent. However, when there are 
two or more atoms in [ 0, rr] ,cos( 7) is not a consistent estimator, just as is the case with 
the sample autocorrelation. The main tool used in showing these claims is the multiple 
Wiener-ho expansion for the zero-crossing process d as developed in Slud ( 199 1) . This 
theory gives an explicit representation for the spectrum of (d,). 
2. Ergodic aspects of mixed spectra 
We start this section by first summarizing some facts regarding the ergodic properties of 
processes with mixed spectra. 
When the spectrum of Z is of mixed type, D assigns positive measure to discrete fre- 
quencies. In this case Z is nonergodic (Komfeld, Fomin and Sinai, 1984). However, by 
conditioning on the amplitudes of the discrete spectral components, and possibly some 
phase information, the process becomes ergodic. More precisely, considerthe shift-invariant 
sigma field ,i/ which is a sub-sigma-field of the sigma-field generated by the random 
complex-Gaussian spectral ‘masses’ 
(@((Al): AE[O> VI, d(Al)>Ol 
that is, of the sigma-field generated by the complex-Gaussian spectral ‘masses’ which p 
assigns to the atoms of the spectral measure (T. In general .P satisfies, 
c.YcZ((p((AJ): AE LO, ~1, d(Al) >Ol) . 
Note that we have used 2 to denote a sigma-field, and u for the spectral measure of Z. The 
frequencies A, which are the atoms of g, are ‘linearly incommensurate with r’ (i.e. there 
does not exist a finite sequence ( A , , . ., A,,,} of frequencies in [ 0, 7~1 for which a( (A,]) > 0 
and integers (n,) such that A ,n, + . .. + A,,,n,,, = 0 mod 2~) if and only if ,Y is generated up 
to null sets precisely by the moduli ( ( p( (A} ) ( : A E [ 0, ~1, a( (A} ) > 0) corresponding to 
the atoms of the spectral measure o. Conditionally upon I, (almost surely) Z becomes a 
stationary ergcrdic process (Volny, 1987). The conditional process is no longer Gaussian, 
but can be represented as the superposition of a signal process 
S,= C exp(itAfi4,) I H(A)) I 
( cpA = arg p( ( A} ) ) and an ergodic Gaussian noise process 
lJr = e”“f,,,,,l,=,,,P(dA) 
independent of ,Y and of the +,,. The independence is implied by the fact that 
f,~,(t,+I,=,,l/3(dA) is independent of (p( (A)): a( (A]) >O}. Here the sum representing S, 
is taken over all A for which a( ( A) ) > 0, and the random phases 4h are uniformly distributed 
in [ - TT, n] and are independent of .P and of each other. 
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Using the description of the previous paragraph, we conclude that the measure (T is not 
generally identifiable from infinitely long time series of a mixed-spectrum Gaussian process 
2. An element 0= f3( a) of an abstract topological parameter space 0, embodying some 
aspect of the spectral measure P, is ‘identifiable’ in this context if there exists some O- 
valued Borel-measurable functional I,!J on the doubly-infinite sequence space W” such that 
G(Z) = 8 almost surely. The information about (T which can be identified from an infinite 
realization of Z, according to the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem and the Glivenko-Cantelli- 
type theorem which it implies, is the continuous part of cr (which coincides with the spectral 
measure of the conditionally Gaussian process (U,}) together with the set of frequencies 
(A E [ 0, ~1: a( [A] ) > 01. In addition, the random conditional amplitudes 1 p( (A} ) ( can 
be recovered from Z, but not the random phases 4h for Gaussian data with spectral atoms 
linearly incommensurate with IT (Lii and Rosenblatt, 1982). 
In the notation above, we can transcribe the almost-sure limit, for large sample size N, of 
the sample correlation 
/X(k) = ; f Z,Z,_, 
t= I 
and the empirical zero-crossing rate T, all of which exist by the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem. 
By uniform square integrability over N, these limits are automatically also limits in quadratic 
mean. Thus, as N + 00 (cf. Koopmans, 1974, p.65)) 
+2 C cos(kA){Ip((AJ)I*-(T((A))}. 
A>0 
(1) 
Similarly, in terms of the conditional signal and noise processes S, and U,, 
q 2 27rP[U, > -S,, cr,,<-S”(4). (2) 
More generally, the sample average of a zero-mean stationary process Y = ( I’,) obtained 
as a square integrable functional of the stationary Gaussian process Z, will tend in mean 
square to &( (0) ), the atom at 0 of the random spectral measure of Y, the variance of which 
is given by the jump FY( 0 + ) - F,( 0 - ) , where F, is the spectral distribution function of 
Y. Accordingly, in the next section, we study in detail the behavior at 0 of the spectrum of 
the zero-crossing indicator process d derived from Z with mixed spectrum. 
2.1. Zero-crossing rate of band-limited processes 
We conclude this section with a useful property of the zero-crossing rate of band-limited 
Gaussian processes. From (2) we can see that when Z is a mixed spectrum process, the 
zero-crossing rate need not be a consistent estimate for its expectation. However, for a band- 
limited spectrum, the asymptotic zero-crossing rate lies within the positive part of the 
spectral band with probability one regardless of the spectral type. 
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To prove the last claim we resort to zero-crossing counts obtained from repeated differ- 
encing and repeated summation, and referred to as higher order crossings. Let 
D,sC;y_2 d, be the zero-crossing count in a time series of length N from (Z,}. Similarly, 
denote by 0, the zero-crossing count in a time series of length N from the (j - 1) th backward 
difference of {Z,) . Recall that the jth backward difference of (Z,] is defined by ( 1 - g)‘Z, 
where 33’Z,=Z,_ ,. Let ,D be the zero-crossing count in a time series of length N from the 
( j- 1) th summation of (Z,) (i.e. application of ( 1 + A?) j- ’ ) The corresponding asymp- 
totic zero-crossing rates are 
r, = lim n(Dj) and T(~D) 
N-Z N-l 
jy= lim 
~4% N-l 
Clearly ,y= y= y,. 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that the stationary, zero-mean, Gaussian process Z = (Z,) has 
normalized spectral measure CT supported on J U ( -J) where 
J= [z+zw, w*l c LO, ~1 
Then, whether CT has atoms or not, the limit (2) as N + x of the empirical zero-crossing 
rate 9 lies in J with probability one. 
Proof. Observe that 
Dj-<Dj+, + 1 
and therefore, by dividing both sides of the preceding inequality by N and then letting N 
tend to infinity, 
This is a monotone and bounded (by T) sequence and therefore it converges, say to y*, 
with probability one. In symbols, as j + ~0, 
3/1+-y* a.s. 
Denote by V, the (normalized) spectral measure corresponding to the (j - 1) th difference 
of (Z,}. From Kedem and Slud ( 1982) we know that, as j + m, 
Vi * ;s_,* + fs,, . 
This implies that the asymptotic zero-crossing rate sequence ( yj) converges in probability 
to the asymptotic zero-crossing rate of a sinusoid supported at w*, 
But since yj also converges with probability one, and the limit is unique, we have 
rj*o* a.s. 
It follows that 
yj <y2<y3<...<w* 
and in particular 
y=y,<w*. 
Now use repeated summation to show in the same way that 
*o<,y=y. 0 
Since y= lim,,, T, and by Proposition 2.1, 
Q<,W<Y<W”<T, 
it follows that in the extreme case when .+ w = w*, 9 converges with probability one to the 
constant w *. Bounded convergence yields also the mean-square convergence of 7 to w*, 
so that the spectral measure cr, of d, has no atom at 0. 
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that { 2,) is a pure random sinusoid with frequency w,, E (0, ~1, 
thut is, a strictly stationaT discrete time process with mean 0 and spectral measure CJ 
supported on ( - wo] U ( wo) . Then, 
(a) N+xfii’d,=w,l a.s. lim 
Equii,alently, 
(b) @,(10)) =O 
and &( 1) is L2 consistentjbr p,( 1). 0 
Remark 2.1. A directproof of Corollary 2.1 when w(,/rr is irrationalruns as follows. Suppose 
Z, =A cos( oat + $) with A’ proportional to a & random variable and 4- Unif( 0, 21-r) 
independentlyofA’.Thend, =I, ++a,,tBl ,B= (x~ [O,2rr):cos(x)cos(x-w,,) <O),where 
x = mot + 4. Since d, is a ‘factor’ ( in fact a single-coordinate function) of the ergodic circle- 
rotation w,t + 4 (mod 2rr), it too is necessarily ergodic and has no spectral mass v~( (0) ) 
at 0. 
The statistical import of Proposition 2. I is that after applying an approximate band-pass 
filter to an underlying process in such a way that the output process has a single spectral 
atom within a narrow interval of spectral support, the empirical zero-crossing rate is an 
extremely simple and effective statistic for estimating that spectral atom. In particular, it is 
possible to construct a recursive sequence of zero-crossing rates that converges to the atom 
within the band. This idea has been exploited in several ways in He and Kedem ( 1989, 
Theorem 3.5), Yakowitz ( 1991), and Kedem and Yakowitz ( 1992). Because of these 
statistical applications, we shall later specialize to the case of a mixed spectrum consisting 
of a single atom in [ 0, ~1 and a continuous part. 
To illustrate Proposition 2.1, Table I shows the tendency of -i/to lie in [ * w, w”] in some 
Table I 
The observed zero-crossing rate p from the sum of four independent Gaussian sinusoids 
0. I0000 
0.10000 
0.50000 
0.60000 
0.99600 
0.Y9930 
0.9999 I 
I .00000 
I .77000 
2.SOOOO 
2.59060 
2.59060 
2.59900 
2.60000 
3.00000 
0. I0000 
0.1001 I 
0.80000 
0.65000 
0.99800 
0.99990 
0.99997 
I .ooooo 
I .77000 
2.ssooo 
2.S9080 
2.59080 
2.59YOO 
2.60000 
3.00010 
0. I0000 0.10000 
0.1001 I 0. IO000 
1 .ooooo 0.40000 
0.68888 0.63968 
I .ooooo 0.9960 I 
I .ooooo 0.99980 
I .ooooo 0.99994 
I .ooooo I .ooooo 
I .77000 I .77000 
2.60000 2.48488 
2.60000 2s932* 
2.60000 2.59279 
2.59900 2.SY900 
2.60000 2.60000 
3.000 IO 3.00000 
p tends to fall in [ w,, w,]. A ‘* ’ indicates otherwise. N= IO” 
Table 2 
The order of magnitude of $ar( 9) compared with that of q2 = 1 w* - + WI’ 
0.50000 1.10000 
I .09000 1.10000 
1.10000 2. I0000 
I. 10000 I .20000 
I. 10000 1.10500 
0.01000 0.02000 
0.50000 0.80000 
0.7sooo 0.76000 
0.77000 0.77040 
1.10000 1.10010 
I .20000 1.20100 
I .soooo 1.50010 
2.00000 2.00010 
2.s9000 2.59100 
2.59970 259Y80 
3.00000 3.00100 
_ 
0.03000 
I .20000 
0.77000 
0.77080 
1.10020 
I .20200 
I .soo20 
2.00020 
2.5920 
2.59990 
3.00200 
_ 
0.04000 
2.00000 
0.78000 
0.78000 
1.10030 
I .20300 
I .soo30 
2.00030 
2.59300 
2.60000 
3.00300 
0.86535 lo-’ 
I .09534 lo-> 
I .s9599 IO ’ 
I.15528 10-j 
l.lO2SS lo-” 
0.027 I6 1om5 
0.78430 IO -I 
0.75679 10m5 
0.77262 IOmh 
1.10015 Iomx 
I.20145 lo-’ 
1.50014 lomx 
2.00014 IO x 
2.59145 lo-’ 
2.59985 Iomx 
3.00143 lo-’ 
IO ’ 
lo-1 
IO” 
IO 1 
lo-’ 
lo-’ 
IO” 
IO 1 
IO -I 
IO -# 
IOmh 
lomx 
Iomx 
lo-” 
IO x 
lomh 
All estimates are obtamed from SO0 independent realizations of length N= 10J. 
special discrete-spectrum cases. The results are obtained by simulating time series of length 
N= 10’. 
From Proposition 2.1 we would also expect the variance of T to be on the order of 
$= (u)*- w 1 2 for sufficiently large N. Some evidence supporting this claim is given in 
Table 2. The*table gives the estimates of Var( T) from 500 independent realizations, each 
of size N = lo”, obtained from the superposition of 2 and 4 random Gaussian sinusoids as 
above. 
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As a check of the simulation results, Table 2 also gives the values of _!?( y) which estimate 
E( y). The table shows that in all the considered cases, E( y) falls between the highest and 
lowest frequencies as expected. Note that here we deal with statistics obtained from 500 
realizations, while in Table 1 we dealt with 9 from a single long realization. 
3. The spectrum of the zero-crossing process 
As before, let d, = I, z,z, _ , < (,, be the zero-crossing-indicator process derived from the sta- 
tionary zero-mean Gaussian process Z with spectral measure (T which may have atoms 
(even at 0)) and let a, be the spectral measure of (d,) . 
Theorem 3.1. The discrete spectrul musses corresponding to the atoms of (d,] are gicen 
by 
2ill 2 
~2~<,(iol) = 2 - 1 E 
,,,=I (2m)! {C c %,,,G,j(P,( 1) 1 1, 1,+.,.+,,2,,,=w, 1 > (3) j=O 
where the random ruriubles A, are independent with distribution c on [ - n, a], and 
addition is module 2~; where ( C,,zJ( . ) ] denotes u special family of hypergeometric func- 
tions determined for 0 <j < 2m by 
C,,&,(X) = C I,,. 2,,,-,(x) (I 
C r,l+ ,.,j(x) =2(m-j)C,,,..,(x) +C,,,+ I.,+z(~) 3 
G,., (x) = - 
(2m-2)! 
(m_1)!2”‘-, (l-x’)-“‘+“‘, 
C,,,.z(x) = 
(2m-2)! 
(m_ 1) pJ!lp I x( l -x2) 
-,,,+1/2= -xqm, ,) ) 
and where Sj,,,, is a function of A,, ., A2 ,,,, defined by 
S 0 - 2,,, -11 
SJ,,,, = C exp[i(A,, + . ..+A.,)] , 1 <j<2m, 
and the summation is oiler all distinct j-element subsets (k,, . . ., k,) c ( 1, . . ., 2m). 
Proof. The proof consists of a continuity argument together with the multiple Wiener-It8 
integral representation derived in Slud ( 199 1) for d, in the case of continuous o. Accord- 
ingly, from Proposition 1 in Slud ( 1991), we obtain the orthogonal expansion 
d,=f- i c (-l)“lz?,,, 
( 
210 
exp[it(A, +“~+A~,,)1 C si,tncm.j(Pz(l)) 
1?1 = 0 j=O 1 
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where IA are the multiple Wiener-It6 integral operators (Major, 1981). This gives for 
continuous a, 
72 Cov(d,,, d,) 
=E ,,;,& { 
2,,, 
2 
exp[it(A, + ... +n2,,,)1 ( C sLrrc,,z.j(P:( 1 ) 1 I> (4) ,=,I 
Therefore, by iterated expectation, conditioning on A, + .‘. + A,,,,, we can rewrite (4) as 
n2 e”“u,( d/l) = IT’ Cov( d,,, d,) 
exp[it(A, +... +A,,,,)] 
2,rr 
XE ,F;, %,,G.,(P,( 1 )) A, + ... +A*,,, 
Write the outer expectation as an integral with respect to the distribution a*“” of 
A, + ... + Al,,, on [ -IT, T] to conclude that 
71 
-rr2 I e”“u,,( dA) 
-7T 
TT 
= ,,g, & 1 @E{( ,$,%,zG,,i(~,( 1) ))2 1 A, + ... +A2,,! =A} 
-7T 
x u*2”‘( dh) . (5) 
We now apply the result (5) to a succession of continuous-spectrum stationary processes 
2”” converging in mean-square coordinate-wise to Z. The trick is to perturb (+ by defining 
6~ t( afm) where m denotes normalized Lebsgue measure on [ -T, T]. Let o,, be a 
sequence of continuous Bore1 probability measures on [ - n, a] such that: 
(i) a,, K 3. 
(ii) j”, e”n,,(dx) =p.( 1) for all IZ. 
(iii) a,, * cr weakly as n + cc. 
Observe that such a,, can be obtained by linear operations on the process with spectral 
measure E More precisely, let Z’ denote the zero-mean Gaussian process, on some possibly 
larger probability space (KY, .? ‘, P’), with spectral measure a. Then it is well known 
(Versik, 1962) that on the same probability space, stationary Gaussian processes Z’“’ and 
Z with respective spectral measures cr,;, and u can be constructed as the output of linear 
filters applied to Z’. Moreover, the weak convergence of o,, to (T clearly implies that Zj”’ 
converges to Z, in mean-square for each t, as n +x. Therefore the crossing-indicator 
processes d!“’ = f,,i,z,z;ti, co, also converge in mean-square to d,. Thus formula (5) with 
u (and hence the law of A,) replaced by a,, correctly expresses rr2 Cov( d:,“) , cl!“)), the 
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latter converging to rr2 Cov( d,,, d,) . Moreover, since the summation of terms form > Nwith 
r=O and a,, replacing cr in (5) was proved in Slud ( 1991) to be the variance of dj”) 
projected onto a certain closed Hilbert subspace of L’( KP, a( Z’), P’), it follows that 
uniformly in n, 
lim sup 2 ‘- 
,,)_N (2m)! f 
eir’G,,( A) a:‘“‘( dA) = 0 
N-X 
-71 
(6) 
where 
G,,(A) = E,,, A, +...+A,,,,=/4 
Since each of the summands in (5) with a,, replacing (T converges to the corresponding 
summand with a, as n + m, (5) holds also in the mixed spectrum case. Reversing the order 
of integration and summation in (_5), using (6), and appealing to the uniqueness of inverse 
Fourier transforms, we find 
= -c, 6 E{( E, SC,,,C,,,.,W 1) lr ( A, + ... +&,r =A} a*““(dA) 
Thus a, is absolutely continuous with respect to the finite measure 
,,;, & u 
*2,,3 
and its atoms must form a subset of the atoms of Cz= , ( 1 / (2m) !) CT**“‘. The equality of 
the last two displayed measures on singletons ( w] together with the definition of conditional 
expectation imply the assertion (3). 0 
Much of the remainder of the paper deals with specializing the formula (3) to cases 
where the quantities Sir,! can be expressed explicitly in terms of a set of possible A, values. 
We first consider the case when (Z,) consists of a superposition of at least two pure sinusoids 
and continuous-spectrum noise, 
Theorem 3.2. Let (Z,; t = 0, + 1, + 2, . . ) be a real-r>alued zero-mean stationary Gaussian 
process with normalized spectral measure u. If CT has at least two atoms in [ 0, IT], then 
a<,( 0) ) > 0. That is, the spectrum of { d,} has a jump at 0. 
Proof. Let w, and w2 be two distinct atoms of (T in [ - 7~, -a]. It suffices to show that the 
summand for m = 1 in (3) with w = 0 is positive. Thus, we want to show 
E (7) 
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FromTheorem 1, C,,~,(~,(l))=C,,,(p,(l))=p,(l)(l-pj(I))-”’,and C,.,(p,(l))= 
-(I-p:(l))-“‘.Moreover,oneachoftheevents (IA,(=w,,,4,+A,=O),k=1,2, 
both of which have positive probability given A, + A2 = 0, we obtain $! = Sf = 1, and .Si = 
2 cos( wk). Therefore on these events, 
which is non-zero for k = I or k = 2, since w, and wz are distinct. Therefore (7) holds and 
we are done. 0 
Just as one would expect in the nonergodic case, the variance of the empirical zero- 
crossing rate of a mixed-spectrum process does not tend to 0 when there are at least two 
atoms in [ 0, n] . Recalling that the noiseless single atom case was already treated in Corollary 
2.1, this leaves for investigation the case of a single atom in [ 0, n] in the presence of noise. 
In the next section we examine in detail the behavior of u~,( 0) ) for this case. 
4. Crossings of a sinusoid plus noise 
Throughout this section, let 2 have the special form 
Z, =A cos( w,,t) + B sin( oat) + cr 
where A, B are independent N( 0, E(A ‘) ) random variables, independent of the noise (E,), 
and where WE (0, rr J . The noise is assumed to be a continuous spectrum Gaussian process 
with spectral measure u*~( ) and autocorrelation p,(k). Then 2 admits the representation 
Z, = R cos( coot+ cp) + ET, (8) 
where R’=A’+ B’ is proportional to a xs random variable (the square root of a xg is a 
Rayleigh random variable with density rep ‘?‘? on [O, “) ), the random phase cp is uniformly 
distributed in [ - T, n] independently of R’, and (R, cp) is independent of ( F,]. 
In this section we do not require Var(Z,) to be equal to I. 
Lemma 4.1. [f m a 1, and A,, .., A, ,,,, me such that all ) Ai1 = q,#O, with 
A, + + A,,,, = 0, then 
Sin, = & (7) (.yk) cos,(2k-j)w,,l 
Proof. It suffices to observe that if the 2m-vector (A,, . ., A?,,,) consists of m values w. and 
WI values - w,), then precisely (;“) (, Yk) of subvectors of dimension j consists of k values 
w,, and j - k values - w,,. Therefore, from the definition in Theorem 3. I, 
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and note that this sum is real, by symmetry with respect to k andj - k. 0 
Lemma 4.2. For eachfixed o,, E (0, n] , 
,g, g, t) ti mk) cosl(2k--j) u,,l Cm., (cost wo) I = 0 
Proof. Assume that the process Z is a pure random sinusoid with frequency wo, and apply 
Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 2.1 in conjunction with Theorem 3.1. 0 
For our next result it is convenient to define a signal-to-noise ratio by the quantity 
Var( signal) E( R’) 
Var( signal) + Var( noise) = E(R’) +2a,( [ - T, T]) 
where ‘signal’ refers to the random sinusoid. Then 
P,(t)=acos(%)+(l-~)p,(l). 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Z is gil,en by (8), with q, # 0 and first-order autocorrelation 
p,( 1). Then the limiting large sample rsariance g<,( { 0) ) for the sample zero-crossing rate 
d=CtV=? d,/(N- 1) (=9/n) isgiren by 
u,/(101>= $ 2 
2,X 2m 
,,,=, (2:)!2’“’ m ( 1 
> 
2 
cos[(2k-j)q,lC,,,,,(p,(l)) (9) 
In particular, ifp,( 1) = cos( wg), then a<,( 0) ) = 0. Also, u<,( 0)) depends on a,( ) only 
through Var(&,) =a,( [ - T, 7~1) and E(E,E,_,) =I cos(p)a,(dp). 
Proof. The quantity u~( { 0) ) is given by (3) in conjunction with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. To 
obtain (9)) it suffices to show that 
P{A, f... +A?,,, =O) = ( icf)2”r 
2m ( 1 m 
where the random variables A, are now independently distributed according to the proba- 
bility law 
a( J/d [ - TTT, VI) . 
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However, by symmetry of a, the spectral measure of 2, 
P{A,=w,,)=P(A,= -w,,) 
4 1 wo I) 
= c7(-TTTT,7r]) =+ 
ER’ 
‘cx. 
ER’+2a,([-T,T]) =’ 
In this computation we used the facts that a( ( oo)) = $EA’, ER2=2EA’, and 
Var(Z,) = EA ’ + Var( E,). Our calculation is completed by recognizing the multinomial 
probability, 
f{A, +... +A?,,! =O] 
2m =( 1 m (fcf,~“~ 
= P (il, = w,, for m indices, and - w. for m indices, out of j = 1, . ., 2m) . 
The main assertion of the theorem is now proved. Formula (9) is equal to 0 by Lemma 4.2 
when p,( 1) = cos( cog), and by inspection depends on a,( . ) only through o,( [ -n, n] ) 
in a, and through 
p,(1)= 
E( &,&,- ,) -t @R’ COS( Wg) 
4[--, nl) . 
0 
Corollary 4.1. If both R cos( q,t + p) and 8, haL%e the same first-order autocorrelution, 
then a,/( (0} ) = 0, and &( I ) = cos( T) is L, consistentfor p:( I ). 
Proof. If both R cos( q,t + cp) and E, have the same first-order autocorrelation, then it must 
be cos( wg), and hence also p:( 1) = cos( cog). q 
To corroborate Corollary 4.1, we turn first to a computer simulation concerning a single 
random sinusoid plus noise, contrasting the case where the noise first-order autocorrelation 
coincides with that of the sinusoid, as needed by the corollary, with the case where this is 
not so. This is achieved by adding to the sinusoid colored noise which follows an autore- 
gressive AR( 1) or AR( 2) scheme. We also consider additive white noise which clearly 
violates the condition of ‘same’ first-order correlation. 
As before, all our estimates are obtained from 500 independent realizations each of length 
N= 10”. The results are given in Table 3. We can see from the table that when the noise 
and the sinusoid have the exact same correlation, the magnitude of the estimate ?ar( 9) 
tends to be of order 10 -’ or less. Otherwise, when the first-order autocorrelations in the 
signal and noise differ, the order is significantly higher. This is in excellent agreement with 
Corollary 4.1. In the table SNR (signal to noise ratio) is defined as 
SNR = 10 log,,, 
(EEY 
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The large sample magnitude of qar( 7) for a sinusoid plu\ noise 
ARC I) - 6.39 yes 
AR(l) 1.59 yes 
AR(2) I .63 yes 
AR(l) 13.22 tl” 
ARC I) -0.16 no 
AR(2) _ 2.93 “0 
AR(2) - I.13 no 
AR(I) I I.10 yes 
AR(l) - 2.89 yes 
AR(2) 14.3 I Ye\ 
AR(l) - I .94 “0 
AR(2) -3.01 no 
AR(2) -8.91 no 
AR(2) - 2.70 II” 
ARC I) 0.00 ye5 
ARC 1) - I8.95 yes 
AR(I) 16.97 yes 
AR(?) IO.63 yes 
ARC I) - I .25 no 
AR(2) 13.28 no 
AR(2) _ 2.83 no 
WN 0.00 no 
WN 0.00 no 
WN 0.00 no 
AR(2) -6.17 yes 
AR(2) -2.01 yes 
AR(2) -6.17 yes 
AR(2) - 3.77 no 
cos( 0.5 ) 
cos(O.5) 
0.4 
0.4 
- 0.4 
cos( 0.5) 
- 0.4 
0 
0 
0.5442 
0 
0 
-0.4 
- 0.4 
cos(O.8) 0 
cos(O.8) 0 
0.4 0.4259 
0.6 0 
0.3 - 0.6 
cos(O.8) 0.25 
0.8 -0.50 
COb( 3.0) 0 
COS( 3.0) 0 
a>\( 3.0) 0 
- 0.4 0.5960 
0.5 0 
cos( 3.0) -0.5 
0.5 0.25 
0 
0 
0 
0.6 
0.7 
- 0.6 
- 0.6 
0 
0 
0 
0.3 
- 0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.5 IO mL 
0.5 IO_’ 
0.5 IOmJ 
0.5 IO_’ 
0.5 IO_’ 
0.5 IO_’ 
0.5 IO_’ 
0.8 10m5 
0.8 IVJ 
0.8 IOmh 
0.8 10~ ’
0.8 IO_’ 
0.8 10 ’ 
0.8 IO_’ 
3.0 IO_< 
3.0 IO_” 
3.0 IOmh 
3.0 IO_’ 
3.0 IO_’ 
3.0 IO_’ 
3.0 IO_ ’ 
0.5 IO 1 
0.8 I()_? 
3.0 10-l 
co\ ‘(0.610.7) IO_’ 
COS~‘(O.7/1.4) IO 5 
cosC’( -0.610.7) IO_’ 
1.25 IO_’ 
‘yea’ means that both the sinusoid and the noise have the same first-order autocorrelation. 
where the noise component is modeled by an autoregressive process or by white noise. 
Theorem 4.1 also predicts that a,/( { 0)) (or equivalently Var( 7) ) depends on the noise 
(q} only through its variance and its first-order autocorrelation. To support this statement, 
we have simulated the process (8) with two different stationary noise components, AR( 1) 
and AR( 2), that have the same variance and first-order autocorrelation. The sinusoidal 
component was the same in each case. In each case, Var( 9) is estimated from 500 reali- 
zations each of length N = 10”. The results, corresponding to different runs and tabulated 
in Table 4, illustrate clearly the validity of the prediction. 
We next turn to some direct calculations of a,,( (0) ) using the formula (9). For small a, 
and w,, well removed from 0 and n, the convergence in (9) is very rapid. This can be seen 
from Table 5 which gives the cumulative sums from the first 15 terms in the infinite sum in 
(9). The very last row in Table 5 gives the values of Var( q) obtained from 500 independent 
realizations each of length N= 10’. The simulation results agree rather well with the row 
Table 4 
?‘ar( 9) for a sinusoid plus noise 
Noise SNR Var( rlOi\t?) p,(noiue) WI Gar( y, 
AR(I) 
AR(?) 
-3.10 
-3.19 
2.08333 
2.08333 
AR(I) 
AR(2) 
AR(I) 
AR(?) 
- I.33 
- I.33 
I .35747 
I .35747 
- 0.60000 
- 0.60000 
0.13333 
0. I3333 
-2.01 
-2.01 
I.58730 
I .5x730 
ARC I) 
AR(2) 
-0.38 
- 0.38 
I .09 I27 
I.09127 
AR(l) 12.71 I .33929 
AR(2) 12.71 1.33929 
- 0.40000 
- 0.40000 
0.27272 
0.27272 
0.06666 
0.06666 
ARC I) I I .4Y 2.55682 - 0.77777 
AR(2) I I .4Y 2.55682 - 0.77777 
0.8 8.9977X lo-’ 
0.8 9.0065 x IO-’ 
2.0 
2.0 
0.4 
0.4 
3.0 
3.0 
2.5 
2.5 
0.01 
0.0 I 
2.3499~ IO-’ 
2.3505 x IO_? 
I.1631 x IO-’ 
1.1662~ IO ’ 
1.3540x IO_ ’ 
1.3525x10~’ 
2.5232 x IO 2 
2.5185X IO_’ 
1.7261 X IO-’ 
1.7250x IO_’ 
Different noise components (ARC I ). AR( 2) ) with the same variance and the same first-order autocorrelation 
give rise to nearly identical ?ar( T) as predicted by Theorem 3. 
Table 5 
Cumulative sums of up to IS term\ in the expansion (9) representing q,( (0) ) for p+ ( I ) = cos( 0.X) 
lo,,= I w,,= I w,, = 2 w,, = 2 
cy = 0.5 cu=o.25 cy = 0.5 cu=o.25 
p(I) =0.6185 p:( I ) = 0.6576 p( I) =0.1403 p_(l) =0.41x.5 
2.47614~ IO-’ 1.51528~ IO-’ 7.89564~ IO-’ 5.27833 X IO- 
3.14462~ IO-’ 1.62329~ IO-’ 1.00298~ IO-’ 5.76271 X IO-’ 
3.3261.5 x IO-” I.63lllxlO-’ 1.06660X IO ’ 5.8191 I x IO ’ 
3.37575 x IO_ 3 1.63169x IO-’ 1.08734X IO-’ 5.82721 X IO-’ 
3.38939~ IO-’ 1.63173~ IO -’ 1.09468X IO-’ 5.82860~ IO-’ 
3.39316~ IO-’ 1.63173X 10 3 1.09747x IO_’ 5.82887X IO-’ 
3.39421 x IO_’ 1.63173~10~’ 1.09860~ IO-’ 5.82893~ IO-’ 
3.394s I x IO_ 1 1.63173X IO-’ 1.09909x 10-l 5.8289.5~ IO-’ 
3.39459x IO_ 1 1.63173~ IO-’ 1.09931 x IO ’ 5.82895 X IO ’ 
3.39462~ IO-” 1.63173~ IO-’ I.09941 x lo-’ S.82895 x IO-’ 
3.39462X IO-’ 1.63173X IO-’ 1.09946~ IO-’ 5.82895 x IO-’ 
3.39463~10~’ 1.63173XlO~’ 1.09949x 10-l 5.82895 x IO-’ 
3.39463 X IO-’ 1.63173~ IO-’ 1.099sox IO ’ 5.82895~ IO-’ 
3.39464~ 10~ ’ 1.63173~ IO-’ I.00951 x 10-l 5.82895 X 10~ ’ 
3.39467 X 10 ’ 1.63173~ IO ’ I.09951 x 10-l 5.82895 X IO-’ 
3.43333x IO_’ 1.69203~ IO-’ 0.98013x IO- ’ 5.79279~ IO-’ 
Values of car( 9) obtained by simulation appear in the last row 
just above them as they should. Table 6 provides a summary of similar computations 
pertaining to the single sum of the first 1.5 terms in (9). The entries in Table 6 corresponding 
to pE = cos ( cog) are indeed very close to 0 as asserted by Theorem 4.1. We can see that the 
numerically computed analytical results in Table 6 resemble very much the simulation 
results reported in Table 3. 
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Table 6 
The sum of the first I5 terms in the expansion (9) representing u,,( (0 1) 
cos(O.8) cos( I a) cos( I .25) COS( 2.0) 
0.5 0.80 6.45 x IO-’ 3.22x 10 ~1 1.57x lo-’ 1.04x lo-’ 
I .oo 3.40x lo-’ 7.45 x lo- ‘(’ 5.07x lo-’ 7.64X IO-’ 
1.25 1.71 x lo- 1 5.27~ IO-’ 7.79x lo-” 4.52x IO z 
2.00 l.lOX 10-l 7.81 x lo- 2 4.47x lo-’ 3.11xlo-‘7 
0.25 0.80 2.54 x lo- ” 1.37x lo-’ 6.50~ IO-’ 4.78 x lo- 2 
I .oo 1.63~ IO-’ 1.74x lo- ” 2.19~ IO-’ 3.58X lo-’ 
1.25 8.72X IO-’ 2.50~ IO-’ 2.17~ IO-“’ 2.14X IO-’ 
2.00 5.83 x IO-’ 3.84X IO-’ 2.05 X 10~ ’ 3.13x lo-” 
Table 6 indicates that for random Gaussian sinusoids plus continuous-spectrum inde- 
pendent Gaussian noise, the zero-crossing rate statistic T continues to be relatively stable 
whenever cos( wr)) and the first-order autocorrelation p:( 1) do not differ much. In this 
narrow sense, the zero-crossing rate leads to a more ‘robust’ estimation of the first-order 
autocorrelation than does the sample autocorrelation. Since this situation arises frequently 
when mixed spectrum Gaussian signals are subject to band-pass filters, we view this result 
as statistically useful. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We conclude the paper with a few remarks concerning the general nature of variability in 
the number of zero-crossings in a finite time series, and the behavior of the spectrum of the 
clipped binary process at 0. 
5.1. Analysis of variance 
Define the clipped binary process {X,; t = 0, 5 1, + 2, . . . ) by 
x,s A3 
{ 
if Z,>,O, 
, ifZ,<O, 
and consider the binary time series X,, X,, . ., X,. The number of zero-crossings, denoted 
by D, can be defined as the number of symbol changes in X,, X2, . ., X,: 
D= 5 (X,-X,_,)‘. 
1=2 
Define also 
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s= 5 x,, R= 2 X,X,_, -4(X, +X,v) , 
t= 1 1=2 
and observe that 
D=2S-2R. 
The uariution in D is completely determined by the cariances of S and R. To see this, note 
that the Gaussian assumption implies that (Lemma 1 in Kedem and Reed, 1986) Cov( D, 
X,) = 0, for any t, so that Cov( D, S) = 0. This gives the variance breakdown 
Var(D) =4[Var(R) -Vat(S)] 
so that Var( S) < Var( R) This gives 
(10) 
VW9 
~~=Coti(R, S) = ___ 
Var( R) 
from which we obtain 
Var($)=4[-$ - 1] Var($). (11) 
Thus, in general, a r2 close to I, that is a high correlation between S and R, implies a small 
Var( DIN). This is the case for a pure sinusoid with a frequency different from in. We can 
see that a sufficient condition for the consistency of the zero-crossing rate is that, as N+ m, 
r2 approaches a positive constant, and Var( SIN) goes to 0. This is indeed the case for white 
Gaussian noise, where r2 + $. 
5.2. The spectral atom of the clipped process 
Let {X,) be as above, and denote its spectral measure by Us. It is interesting to note that, 
just as in the case for {d,), the continuity condition, r_J (0)) = 0, does not imply that 
FAlOl) =O. 
To see this, note that the generalized spectral density of (X,), denoted byf,( w) (it may 
contain delta functions), is given by the convolution expansion, 
fir(o)= p ( f,(~)+~~*~*~(:-(w)+ +-&s_*~*f-*f-*s_(w)+..’ 1 . 
This is obtained from the Taylor series expansion of sin - ’ (p,(k) ) in 
p,(k) = + sin-‘(p:(k)) 
and is in line with the well known fact that the output spectrum resulting from a memoryless 
nonlinear operation is supported over a greater bandwidth than the input spectrum (Wise 
et al., 1977). Take now for example 2, to be a pure sinusoid with frequency 3~. The 
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spectrum is supported at f $IT and thus the spectral distribution function F,( w) is continuous 
at 0. However, the 3rd fold convolution f, *,A *fz (w) puts some discrete mass at 
qTr+ $Ti+ $Tr=2Tr 
which is being aliased to 0. It follows that F,(w) has a jump at 0. Similar arguments hold 
for $T, $n, etc. Thus, in conclusion, given a process with a mixed spectrum, the continuity 
of the spectrum at 0 does not guarantee the continuity at 0 of the spectrum of a function of 
the process (Houdre, 1990). 
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